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player whilst still being privately owned. The 
merger with Maitland gives us more depth in 
today’s environment where scale is critical. 
You need to have critical mass to provide the 
right level and depth of support to managers. 

“As a trend over the past few years, 
what we’ve seen is an increase in the cost 
of doing business coupled with continued 
downward pressure on fees.”

Nevertheless, new firms continue to open 
offices on the island. Already this year the 
law firm Dillon Eustace has established a 
footprint, and just last month Kobre & Kim LP 
opened a new office.

Tim Prudhoe, partner, Kobre & Kim (BVI) 
LP, says that the Cayman office reflects 
“client demand in respect of high quality 
work emanating from elsewhere in the world: 
often Asia (through our Hong Kong office) 
and the States”.

“Those client demands reflect the growing 
numbers of joint-venture and investment-

With the search for alpha harder than ever, 
hedge fund managers are subsequently 
becoming more creative in how they 
trade: greater use of synthetic products 
and OTC derivatives has made the trading 
environment more complex, requiring 
hedge fund administrators to deliver better, 
more transparent reporting solutions, and 
provide close to real time NAVs and daily 
reconciliations across a range of asset classes.   

Hedge fund administrators are responding 
to these demands in various ways. One 
trend in Cayman this year has been for 
smaller independent specialists, such as 
Admiral Administration, to consolidate 
their position in light of rising institutional 
demands and partner up with larger firms: in 
this case Maitland. 

As Canover Watson, Managing Director, 
Admiral Administration, explains: “Although 
Admiral has been highly successful we 
couldn’t be recognised as an institutional 

Rising numbers proof 
that Cayman remains key 

offshore domicile
By James Williams

Overv ieW
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related disputes with a link to either or both 
of Cayman and the BVI.”

As a litigation and arbitration-only law firm, 
Kobre & Kim is not looking to snatch clients 
from other leading international law firms on 
the island, but rather provide additional conflict-
free services that should help complement the 
work other firms are engaged in. 

Says Prudhoe: “We will never be a full-
service law firm so I think there will be 
circumstances in which, in addition to 
existing client demand of our own, we will be 
useful to other firms who are more likely to 
experience situations of conflict. A law firm in 
the Cayman Islands could use us themselves 
without any concern that we were trying to 
snaffle their clients on a long-term basis.” 

The corollary of that is that Kobre & Kim 
will undoubtedly be asked to do work that 
falls outside of its expertise, and allow it to 
become a source of work for the full-service 
firms: for example, it would never set up 
a fund structure or deal with the offering 
documents. 

“Whether its private clients or corporate 
work, we will always have outbound referrals 
for others in the Caymans,” adds Prudhoe. 
James Corbett QC heads up Kobre & Kim’s 
Cayman Office.

Another area where Cayman’s service 
provider infrastructure is strengthening is 
in the number of fiduciary services firms 
sprouting up. This summer, for instance, Alric 
Lindsay, a former investment funds attorney 
with Maples and Calder, established Lindsay 
Fiduciary Services. One of the island’s 
largest firms is DMS Offshore, founded by 
Don Seymour in 2000, and he’s happy with 
the level of increased competition: 

“Since 2000, there’s been enormous 
growth in the fund governance industry 
here in Cayman. CIDA is one of the fastest 
growing professional associations on 
the island. We now have more than 200 
members. You can judge the strength of a 
jurisdiction by the quality of its Associations 
and from what I’m seeing, CIDA’s 
membership is growing daily.” 

Darren Stainrod, Head of UBS Fund 
Services, Cayman, thinks the reason 
for Cayman’s continued evolution, and 
attractiveness as a fund domicile, boils down 
to the island’s sensible regulations. 

“They protect investors but also allow a lot 

of flexibility for managers. Dublin as a fund 
domicile has increased substantially in terms 
of market share but not at the expense of 
Cayman, which remains the jurisdiction of 
choice for hedge fund managers. 

“There’s a highly experienced 
infrastructure here. You’ve got quality law 
firms that will help you with structuring, 
all the top audit firms are here and still a 
number of top administrators so it’s very 
easy to set up: the speed to market is still 
a competitive advantage Cayman has over 
other jurisdictions.” 

Stainrod confirms that Cayman remains an 
easy location to attract top talent and retain 
them. “We use that as a key differentiator. In 
our front office over 85 per cent of staff are 
qualified accountants, which adds a level of 
professionalism, not just for managers but 
for their investors as well.” 

As well as attracting top talent, firms are 
investing heavily in technology to meet the 
higher demands of transparency and trading 
complexity outlined earlier. Whereas back-
office support was once the primary offering 
among administrators, now it’s necessary to 
provide higher-touch value-added services: 
specifically middle-office reporting. 

“To meet the deliverables being required 
from managers (daily NAV and reconciliation, 
valuations, transparency reporting) a more 
sophisticated infrastructure is required. 
The reality is that smaller players, in my 
opinion, cannot remain viable in this 
environment. As a result we’re seeing more 
consolidation, in general, among service 
providers. It’s a function of scale, depth 
and breadth of service,” says Watson, 
noting that the Maitland merger with total 
AUM of USD145billion will allow it to offer a 
wider range of services to clients including 
services to pension funds, traditional long-
only funds and private equity funds.

“Midsize funds hovering between USD100-
500million in AUM are not being serviced  7

“Whether its private clients 
or corporate work, we 
will always have outbound 
referrals for others in the 
Caymans.”
Tim Prudhoe, Kobre & Kim (BVI) LP
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FATCA is the next big 
reporting challenge 

interview with darren Stainrod

“In the coming year, the biggest impact on 
administrators is going to be FATCA and the 
amount of reporting on investors that’s going 
to be required and whether that reporting 
is going to be to the Cayman government 
or directly to the IRS,” comments Darren 
Stainrod, head of UBS Fund Services, 
Cayman.

Over and above striking NAVs, providing 
valuations and reconciling positions, the 
emphasis for hedge fund administrators is 
now on middle-office “value-add” services as 
regulatory reporting requirements kick in. 

FATCA is a hugely pervasive piece of 
regulation. Notes Stainrod: “It’s going to be 
the biggest thing that we look at over the 
next 12 months, not just in regard to the 
types of data that need to be provided but 
the fact that we’ll have over 15,000 investors 
to search against. We have to assist our fund 
clients to make sure investor files contain 
all the documentation which will be required 
by FATCA, and that assistance will have to 
continue to ensure our fund clients continue 
to be in compliance on a go-forward basis 
for new investors.” 

The majority of Cayman funds are 
managed by US managers. Having the 
reassurance that their administrator is doing 
everything necessary to keep on top of the 
key issues is therefore a key differentiator for 
firms like UBS Fund Services. 

Adds Stainrod: “For FATCA the heavy 
lifting will expected to be done by the 
administrator. We’ve got a notification going 
out shortly to clients to keep them updated 
on what we’re doing. The details of FATCA 
haven’t been finalised yet but we just want 
to update them on where we are and how 
we’re approaching things.”

Regulation is changing the nature of fund 

reporting. Form PF in the US, the six-monthly 
FSA hedge fund surveys in the UK, short 
position reporting introduced by the Hong 
Kong Securities and Futures Commission 
this year; clients need to be sure that they 
are capturing all the relevant data. 

“I was speaking to one client recently 
who has more than 250 separate reports 
and surveys that they have to complete 
across their portfolios, so first and foremost 
it’s about identifying all of the regulatory 
and other reports that they have to provide,” 
says Stainrod. 

What this means, of course, is that 
the costs of compliance are rising. For 
administrators, one of the middle-office 
challenges is ensuring that the data provided 
for reports is normalised and consistent. 
With fundraising so tough today, managers 
need to avoid reputation risk because of 
slack, inconsistent reporting; regulators and 
investors alike won’t allow it.

Stainrod confirms that for Form PF, the 
firm uses a data repository provided by a 
third party vendor. 

This repository is populated with as much 
data as they can provide from their systems, 
which Stainrod estimates to be around 70 
per cent: “At the end of the day, some of 
the questions can only be answered by the 
manager alone, relating to things like the 
use of leverage, sources of trading etc. The 
system combines data from various sources 
and allows the manager to e-file it with 
the SEC.”

Right now, says Stainrod, the firm’s focus 
is on building out its investor reporting 
capabilities to provide customisable reporting 
data, “not just for regulators but institutional 
investors who want to receive these reports 
independently of the manager”. n

Darren Stainrod, head of UBS 
Fund Services, Cayman

www.hedgeweek.com
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CIMA, so far this calendar year CIMA has 
authorised 2,639 funds: this compares to 955 
for the equivalent period last year. 

“Full numbers for 2011 were 1,038 so 
we’ve literally doubled the number of funds 
already this year, helped in part by master 
fund registration which became effective on 
21 December 2011. As of this week we have 
a total of 10,935 funds. We’ve had some 
attrition, which is normal for hedge funds, 
but the numbers remain robust.” 

Morehouse says the measured approach 
by CIMA has been consistently applied “and 
we believe that is the right approach for both 
commercial and regulatory interests. We view 
continued fund manager confidence as a 
strong validation of the jurisdiction’s image 
and reputation.” 

One of the consequences of the global 
financial crisis was the forced liquidation of 
insolvent hedge funds, which got caught up 
in being exposed to toxic assets. Some of 
the side pockets in insolvent funds remain. 
Saville notes that this year a lot of the firm’s 
time is still being spent on liquidation cases 
some two or three years old. 

Saville further adds that when he meets 
with litigation attorneys in the US there’s still 
a lot of pent-up frustration among investors, 
even though, for whatever reason, many 
choose to remain in suspended funds and 
aren’t taking legal action. 

“As ever in these cases, the control 
lies with the investment manager who has 
established the side pockets in the first place. 
Often their attitude will be that there will be 
some sort of recovery in the assets and 
they’re unwilling to sell at discount prices. 

“Another grumble that I’ve been hearing 
about recently is an annoyance amongst 

very well by the largest administrators and we 
think that’ll be our sweet spot. Our intention is 
to be the leader of the mid-tier space.”

Stainrod says that it’s not just the 
customisation and nature of reporting that 
has changed; the frequency of reporting has 
also been a big game changer. He notes that 
UBS Fund Services has had to build a global 
operating model to provide daily updates 
to hedge fund managers each morning, 
regardless of their location.  

“Globally, we are servicing mainly 
Cayman-based funds but our accounting 
system is utilised by our offices in Europe, 
the Americas and Asia. We are augmenting 
our investor systems, adding risk reporting 
and daily flash P&L. Each client can build 
their own customised views and for us, by 
having a data warehousing system, it means 
we can easily aggregate data from various 
systems and provide reports in a quick, 
customisable fashion.” 

Rather than just receiving a PDF or 
word document, clients can now integrate 
more closely with UBS’s systems by 
downloading FTP files off the web, confirms 
Stainrod. “We’ve even developed mini data 
warehouses where we deposit the data 
and they can grab it using cloud-based 
technology. We’re looking to invest further 
in our web portal, it’s probably about 10 per 
cent of our IT spend.” 

Mike Saville, Director, Recovery & 
Reorganisation, Grant Thornton Specialist 
Services (Cayman) Ltd observes that there 
is more of a feeling of stability on the island 
today: “I don’t think earlier concerns over the 
growth of the onshore market in Europe have 
necessarily gone away, but it’s certainly less 
prominent a discussion point than it was a 
couple of years ago.” 

He caveats the point by adding: “Having 
said that, if you look at what’s going on 
in the States, that represents more of a 
concern. If the fiscal cliff is unresolved the 
US is going to look for new areas in which 
to raise taxation and potentially target 
some of the US tax-exempt structures; that 
could have a negative impact on offshore 
jurisdictions and is definitely worrying some 
of the key fund tax attorneys onshore.” 

What is certain is that fund numbers in 
Cayman are improving. According to Yolanda 
McCoy, Head of Investments & Securities at 

4 

 10

“I don’t think earlier concerns 
over the growth of the 
onshore market in Europe 
have necessarily gone 
away, but it’s certainly less 
prominent a discussion 
point than it was a couple of 
years ago.”
Mike Saville, Grant Thornton
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Essential lessons for 
independent directors

By Ashley Gunning
Twelve months on from the Weavering 
decision it is interesting to look at how the 
approach to corporate governance has 
evolved amongst our clients. Although the 
decision did not in itself create any new law, 
it has forced issues regarding independent 
directors and best practice to the top of the 
agenda. Weavering effectively provided a 
pertinent reminder to directors of investment 
funds as to the nature and extent of their 
fiduciary duties and how delegating functions 
to service providers and then taking a back 
seat can go badly wrong.

To see how attitudes have changed, 
Walkers examined all the regulated Cayman 
Islands hedge funds we had established 
for clients over the previous year and 
found a clear trend towards the use of truly 
independent boards. Some 72 per cent 
of funds used independent directors: an 
increase from 64 per cent a year earlier. 
Further analysis revealed a preference for 
funds choosing a majority of independent 
directors on their boards, with 49 per cent 
comprised as such, while 37 per cent of 
boards were fully independent. Boards with 
an even split of independent and affiliated 
directors accounted for 10 per cent of 
the total, while 4 per cent of funds had a 
minority of independent directors.

Today, boards should be focusing their 
attention on a number of key areas: How 
often they meet and how such meetings are 
held (whether in person or by telephone); 
arrangements for documenting meetings and 
keeping records; the degree of expert advice 
to be taken from outside the board; and 
the kind of reporting from service providers 
needed to make fully informed decisions.

Directors must also be proactive. Merely 
reacting to troublesome events is likely 
to be an inadequate response and we 
have certainly noticed boards setting and 
agreeing more formal and regular reporting 
requirements for their service providers. 

Not only does this allow boards to react 
sooner but also leaves an important paper 
trail, should the board’s practice come 
under scrutiny at some point in the future. 
New funds would be well advised to bring 
independent directors in at an earlier stage 
than perhaps they had traditionally done in 
the past, making sure that appropriate legal 
advice is sought, selecting the right service 
providers and getting involved in reviewing 
and agreeing the fund documentation from 
the fund and investor perspective.

For existing funds, the key is to make 
sure that regular board meetings are held. 
Ideally there should be between two and 
four meetings each year with one in person, 
although more would be recommended if 
the fund is actively traded or experiencing 
liquidity problems. Naturally, physical 
meetings are preferable as they allow 
directors to eyeball the service providers 
and drill down their questions. Given that 
the investment manager might be based in 
the US, the directors in Cayman, and the 
administrator possibly in Ireland, practically 
speaking it is likely that most meetings will 
be held by conference call.

The trend of increased use of independent 
directors means that some regulatory 
changes are expected. From CIMA’s 
perspective, whilst there’s no legislation 
in the pipeline there has been discussion 
concerning proper testing for directors 
and a disciplinary and disqualification 
procedure. Given the size of Cayman’s fund 
sector, great care needs to be taken with 
consideration of a limit on the number of 
relationships that a director can hold. Any 
arbitrary limitation would, bearing in mind the 
volume of registered and unregistered funds 
in the Cayman Islands, necessitate a huge 
increase in firms or individuals providing 
director services. The danger is that this 
may dilute the high quality and experience of 
directors for which Cayman is renowned. n

Ashley Gunning, Walkers

WAlkerS
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Getting the best out of 
fund administration 

By ras Sipko, chief operating officer, koger

Fund administrators are today under intense 
pressure to perform as they face greater 
scrutiny than ever before from clients.

Showing that they are operating within 
industry best practices to help boost their 
clients’ investor confidence couldn’t be 
more important, particularly over the past 
two years as investors demand greater 
transparency and want information to be 
delivered at speed and with accuracy, 
alongside regulatory changes.

To show that they are working to such 
high standards and within best practices, 
it has never been more important for fund 
administrators to demonstrate that they are 
working with the best partners possible to 
achieve this.

A recent report by Deloitte, which looked 
at fund administrators from across the globe, 
found that alongside regulatory change, cost 
containment, implementing new technology, 
maintaining service quality and pressure on 
fees were some of the top challenges they 
faced today.

Regulatory changes, such as UCITS IV and 
the Securities and Exchange Commission 
Custody rule, have had a significant impact 
in the fund management industry and it is 
essential for administrators to stay on top of 
all these changes and be prepared for new 
data delivery and reporting requirements.

When it came to service quality and 
technology, the market crash of 2008/09 
saw many administrators having to adapt 
their technology to maximize efficiency and 
streamline processes. The services clients 
want have also changed, with risk reporting 
and greater transparency playing a bigger 
role – in fact, these are set to become core 
services going forward.

Administrator fees are also under pressure, 
with the alternatives space in particular, such 
as hedge funds, demanding more services 
for lower fees. With fees under pressure, 

costs are also being squeezed. At the same 
time, however, administrators do benefit 
from increased demands by investors for 
alternative investment fund managers to be 
administered by reputable third parties. This 
shifts the burden to provide enhanced level 
of service on fund administrators, which in 
turn promotes investors’ confidence that 
fund managers are adhering to industry best 
practices.

With the right software provider, fund 
administrators can expect to tap into key 
services, through the use of innovative 
technology, to achieve best practices in 
transparent reporting including document 
tracking and management, greater control of 
cash transactions, automation of processes, 
and increased efficiency.

Koger’s Transfer Agency System, known 
as NTAS, not only helps fund administrators 
manage costs, it also helps them address 
the array of complexities they face today. 
With NTAS and the bespoke approach, fund 
administrators benefit from effective, robust 
and scalable solutions to help manage 
industry best practice standards.  

Some of NTAS’s key features include: 
reconciliation and substantiation of cash, 
trades and positions, fund level accounting 
and striking of NAV on dealing dates, 
maintenance of investor registry, preparation 
and distribution of investor statements, 
performing AML/KYC for onshore and 
offshore entities in the investor base, as 
well as the calculation of incentive and 
administration fees.

NTAS is being used by firms working for 
the investment management industry which 
control over one trillion dollars in assets. 
Given the demands being placed on them by 
today’s best practices, fund administrators 
must make sure that they can satisfy the 
flight to quality that investors increasingly 
demand. n

kOGer
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and the demands of the boards on which 
they sit.  We also have internal controls to 
see that this principle is being adhered to.” 

DMS has 75 associate directors on its 
fund governance team alone, not to mention 
the 50-plus support staff. Factor in its high-
quality technology systems and long track 
record and “we are, by any measure, the 
world’s leading fund governance firm. People 
hire us because we have more experience 
than anyone else,” says Seymour. 

Ultimately, firms like IMS and DMS 
are committed to ensuring that funds are 
doing what they say on the tin and that 
shareholders’ interests are being upheld.   

“Fund governance is a system of checks 
and balances that goes beyond any one 
director, and beyond the board meeting. 
We discuss with new funds the level of 
transparency that we provide to the fund’s 
stakeholders through our fund governance 
transparency report and our independent 
director reports, which are unique to DMS,” 
confirms Seymour. 

However, whilst Cayman-based directors are 
fully focused on the governance process, what 
is of more concern to regulators, and which 
was underlined in the Weavering case, is how 
best to regulate funds that have no directors 
actually resident on the island says Harris. 

“Most seem to be leaning towards 
mandating that every fund should have at 
least one resident director. Critics point 
out that there are not enough directors 
on the island to fulfil the positions and 
that standards will be diminished or the 
cost will be too much for small start up 
funds.  However, market forces of demand 
and supply will soon ensure that there are 
sufficient numbers of sufficient calibre and 
fee concessions for small funds will be 
available taking into account the less work 
that has to be undertaken.” n

investors where some funds have been 
in suspension for two, three years but the 
investment manager is continuing to take his 
management fee.”

Keiran Hutchison, restructuring partner 
at Ernst & Young, concurs and is seeing 
significant irritation among investors who are 
being told to sit tight while the manager still 
takes his fee. 

“Valuations can be an imprecise science, 
and you might have a situation where the 
fund manager feels able to justify NAV at 
a high level even though the underlying 
assets aren’t capable of providing liquidity. 
End investors are unable to receive any 
redemption because they’re being told 
it’s not the right time to sell the assets, or 
indeed it’s impossible to sell.

“Situations where managers continue 
to draw fees on the basis of high NAV 
but illiquid assets and are unable to meet 
redemption requests obviously cause 
tensions with investors.”

Adds Jeff Short, AM partner at Ernst & 
Young: “Another frustration we’re hearing 
about stems from instances when investment 
advisers establish new investment vehicles 
without perhaps making the requisite effort 
to unload those illiquid positions in legacy 
vehicles.”  

The adoption of best practices by 
investment managers is proving to be a 
propitious time for fiduciary service providers 
like DMS Group Ltd and Paul Harris’s IMS 
Limited. Don Seymour believes that the use 
of independent directors is now an integral 
part of a fund’s control structure, noting that 
whereas prior to the crisis around 40 per 
cent of funds had institutional investors “now 
that figure is well over 60 per cent”. 

Harris says that whilst 2011 was a good 
year, “for 2012 new business is up over 10 
per cent compared to the same period last 
year. One of the criticisms that Cayman 
has faced is that directors are sitting on the 
boards of too many funds. This is perhaps a 
misplaced concern. Cayman-based directors 
have not shirked their responsibilities or 
been involved in high-profile blow-ups like 
the Weavering fund. Corporate governance is 
a serious business.”

Says Harris: “The directors we employ 
take on an appropriate amount of 
directorships according to their capabilities 

7 “Since 2000, there’s been 
enormous growth in the fund 
governance industry here in 
Cayman. CIDA is one of the 
fastest growing professional 
associations on the island.”
Don Seymour, DMS Offshore

www.hedgeweek.com
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New administrator born 
out of consolidation trend

By canover Watson

Worldwide, the hedge fund administration 
industry continues to go through an 
accelerating phase of consolidation. This is 
driven by the increasing sophistication of 
administration, with significant concomitant 
investment required to install and manage 
world-class technology platforms that enable 
administrators to meet these challenges and 
which offer economies of scale. While the 
systems have increased in complexity and 
cost, the skills required to provide these 
services have also increased dramatically, 
and the exponential increase in the use 
of OTC derivatives and illiquid assets has 
increased the complexity of middle and back 
office processes. 

These developments have been 
accompanied by escalating investor 
requirements in terms of transparency and 
reporting. Furthermore, they are taking 
place against a rapidly evolving regulatory 
environment. These factors have served to 
raise the bar in terms of the critical mass 
and expertise required by administrators to 
enable them to respond appropriately.

In this context, there was further 
consolidation within the hedge fund industry 
in the second half of 2012. Among recent 
developments was the Maitland group’s 
acquisition of Admiral Administration in 
October. Admiral will retain its name, but now 
operates as part of the Maitland group with 
USD145billion of assets under administration, 
which is expected to create a powerful new 
global force in fund administration. The 
combined group now has 15 offices across 
13 countries.

The trend to consolidation not only offers 
opportunity for growth. The efficiencies of 
combined businesses generate capacity, 
reduce cost and expand the service offering 
across multiple locations and time zones. In 
the case of Admiral and Maitland, several 
of the routine back office functions such 

as cash and portfolio reconciliations will be 
moved to lower cost jurisdictions such as 
South Africa and Mauritius in which Maitland 
has a presence. Client facing functions will 
be moved closer to the clients in jurisdictions 
where Admiral has a presence such as 
Ireland, Cayman Islands and the US. 

The synergies are powerful. Admiral brings 
specialist hedge fund administration services 
and technology to Maitland’s comprehensive 
service offering which includes mutual 
fund, pension fund and ETF administration, 
legal advisory services, trust and corporate 
services and wealth management. The 
combination of best of breed technology 
such as SunGard’s InvestOne and Investran, 
Advent’s Geneva and Partner and Paladyne’s 
suite of products, allow for maximum 
automation across virtually all asset classes 
including hedge funds, mutual funds, and 
private equity as well as customised solutions 
for client and investor reporting. 

Admiral was recently recognised as a 
finalist for ‘Best Administrator – Technology 
Provider’, in competition with much larger 
administrators known for their technology 
(such as SS&C GlobeOp, Morgan 
Stanley, State Street and Citco). With 
Maitland, Admiral now has the institutional 
infrastructure to match the largest 
administrators in the industry. 

Neither investor transparency nor 
regulatory requirements appear to be 
receding any time soon. As a result, the 
demands on administrators to provide 
outsourced solutions will continue to 
increase. The smaller administrators that 
cannot absorb these additional infrastructure 
costs will be forced to consolidate with either 
those that already have such solutions or 
with other boutique administrators to create 
the scale to meet the increasing demands. 
The landscape has certainly changed and 
the investor is the beneficiary. n

Canover Watson, managing 
director, Admiral 
Administration
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FIN 48 comes  
under the microscope

interview with Jeff Short & keiran Hutchison

the FJL is Australia. However, mindful of the 
need to attract alternative investments, the 
Australian government has enacted a law to 
restrict the liability of foreign investment. 

Of wider concern is that tax authorities 
in European jurisdictions like Spain are 
getting more proactive. Hutchison says that 
in one or two recent cases where Ernst 
& Young has been liquidating a fund, the 
Spanish tax authorities have written to 
them highlighting that the fund had traded 
Spanish securities and was therefore on the 
hook for accrued tax liabilities. Furthermore, 
despite technically not being able to 
enforce a judgment in Cayman, the Spanish 
authorities pointed out that not only were 
the fund’s directors liable for tax, but the 
liquidator also. 

“This is bad news because no fund 
director is going to want a tax debt 
hanging over their head. This has all sorts 
of implications for their ability to conduct 
business in Spain in the future,” says 
Hutchison.    

If Spain adopts this approach, what’s to 
stop other European jurisdictions doing the 
same? However, it’s not all doom and gloom.

“In one case we agreed with the fund 
managers that we would negotiate with 
the Spanish tax authorities to settle the tax 
liability which we were able to do quickly 
and conclude the fund’s liquidation. 

“In another case involving the Spanish 
tax authorities they failed to claim under the 
process so we decided we could distribute 
the fund. If the tax authorities were to try to 
pursue a claim in the future they would have 
no standing as they had failed to respond to 
a recognised proving procedure.

“This shows that we can use the Cayman 
liquidation process to our advantage to bring 
about a successful resolution.” n

Although introduced a few years back, 
Financial Interpretation Number 48 (FIN 48) 
has recently become a high priority focus 
for Cayman fund managers involved in the 
liquidation of their fund(s). “Initially people 
were uncertain as to whether or not cheques 
would need to be written to various tax 
authorities around the world,” explains Jeff 
Short (AM partner) Ernst & Young. 

But that is now becoming reality. 
Continues Short: “As they wind down their 
funds, investment managers and directors 
don’t want to find themselves exposed to 
potential off balance sheet tax liabilities at a 
later time and are consequently looking at 
FIN 48 much closer now.”

FIN 48 was created in 2006 to establish a 
framework requiring businesses to analyze 
and disclose all income tax risks that are 
less than certain. For managers, this is 
especially important when they choose to 
wind up the fund. 

Of current concern is an area of legal 
ambiguity embedded in Cayman law and 
how it relates to FIN 48. 

Keiran Hutchison, restructuring partner, 
Ernst & Young, explains:“Under Section 139 
subsection 2 of the Companies Law there is 
a provision that says that foreign taxes are 
only admissible to prove to the extent that 
they are enforceable in accordance with the 
Foreign Judgments Law (FJL) in Cayman. The 
general principal in Cayman is that foreign 
tax liabilities are not claimable because the 
island is a corporate tax-free jurisdiction and 
foreign taxes are not applicable. However, 
what this provision says is that if another 
country has been given recognition under 
the FJL then it is possible that that tax could 
be enforced although the provision itself 
contains an inconsistency.” 

To date, the only country to register under 

Jeff Short, AM partner, Ernst 
& Young

Keiran Hutchison, 
restructuring partner, Ernst 
& Young
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Last year’s Weavering case could have 
been a hammer blow for Cayman as the 
world’s leading offshore fund domicile. But, 
if anything, it helped reinforce its image as a 
jurisdiction where fund governance is taken 
seriously, where directors are members of 
the Cayman Islands Directors Association 
(CIDA), and where the island’s regulator, the 
Cayman Islands Monetary Authority (CIMA), 
is committed to evolving its fund regulation 
framework. 

“While there may be a perception that 
independent directors have only recently 
focused on their roles, the genuine 
development – and key recent change – is 
the realisation by investors and managers of 
the significance of the role of independent 
directors and the increased priority which 
investors and managers are placing on their 
credentials,” comments Andrew Morehouse, 
partner, Ogier (Cayman Islands). “Investors 
view the use of independent directors not 
as key to the fund, but certainly of great 
importance.”

Looking at regulatory developments in 
2012, the hot topic, according to Tim Buckley, 
partner at Walkers Global (Cayman), is the 
potential regulation of independent directors. 

“How it ends up is not clear at the 
moment. Having said that, the industry itself 
is well ahead of the curve on this. Director 
services firms have known for a while that 
something’s coming and they’ve been self-
regulating very well.” 

There are several strands to this proposed 
regulation. First, is a consideration of the ability 
under Cayman law to disqualify directors. 
Currently, investors coming into Cayman 
funds have to do their own due diligence on 
the board of directors without really knowing 
whether a director is a bad egg or not. 
The ability to strike off errant directors from 
involvement with Cayman funds seems to have 
“garnered support” according to Matt Mulry, 
partner at Dillon Eustace (Cayman). 

Second, is the potential introduction 
of a public register of directorships for 
each director. With the issue of “jumbo 

indUStrY

Focus turns to the 
regulation of independent 

directors
By James Williams
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us before any measure is adopted.” 
Further evidence that CIMA is enhancing 

the control and transparency of Cayman funds 
is the registration of master funds under the 
Mutual Funds (Amendment) Law, 2011.

“This is consistent with the policy position 
of the jurisdiction, which is to uphold and 
keep pace with global standards given the 
size and scope of our funds industry. It 
was not intended to be a marketing tool or 
be seen as a competitive advantage. The 
amendment is formalising something that 
was already happening,” states Morehouse. 

McCoy says that part of the reason 
behind amending the Mutual Funds Law to 
register master funds was over transparency 
concerns and the risk of unregulated funds 
in the international financial system. In 
particular the concerns of the September 
2010 Global Forum on the Transparency & 
Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes 
Peer Review Report regarding the availability 
of investor information on unregulated 
Cayman funds: “By bringing master funds 
under CIMA’s remit we closed that gap.” 

One important issue that needs to 
be resolved relates to FIN 48 regulation. 
Currently, there is a contradiction between 
the Foreign Judgment Law and the 
underlying Companies Law in Cayman in 
relation to tax liabilities. 

“A literal reading of the law is that 
overseas tax authorities cannot enforce 
judgment, yet at the same time the FJL says 
certain recognized jurisdictions can but then 
creates it’s own internal conflict within a rider 
to the provision. There is a conflict of law 
issue in Cayman that should be clarified,” 
says Keiran Hutchison, restructuring partner 
at Ernst & Young.

This potential threat of future tax liabilities 
when a fund is being unwound might 
influence the way hedge funds trade; for 
example, rather than buying securities some 
managers might choose to trade synthetically 
with their prime broker using equity swaps. 

directorships” having made headlines last 
year, not all directors will feel comfortable 
with such a register.

“The problem with a limit being placed 
on the number of board positions which a 
director is permitted to hold is that there’s 
a difference in the approach taken to the 
delivery of fund directorship services in the 
Cayman Islands. The “jumbo” directorship 
model is based on a structured system 
which escalates any issues arising through 
the organisation which is providing the 
directorship services and offers a streamlined 
efficient service. At the other end of the scale 
directors devote more time personally to their 
funds and give a more hands-on service in 
respect of the issues. Both approaches have 
their place,” states Mulry.

Third, is a possible cap on the number 
of directorships: this could, however, be 
too ambiguous to enforce effectively. One 
director might hold multiple directorships 
across a range of similar funds being held 
in an umbrella structure, whereas another 
director might focus all of his efforts on a 
handful of diverse, complex fund strategies, 
meaning the number of directorships he 
holds will be less.

How, then, to decide on what is too high a 
number? “I expect that the approach taken by 
CIMA will be one that provides an appropriate 
level of regulation without impeding business 
in Cayman. My feeling is that CIMA is unlikely 
to set a hard and fast rule on the number of 
directorships which can be held by a single 
director,” opines Mulry. 

Buckley notes that Ireland introduced such 
a limit, which in the long run didn’t work 
too well, and for Cayman would potentially 
cause more issues than it may seek to 
resolve: “Cayman has approximately 10,000 
registered funds. If you were to limit the 
number of directorships you’d end up having 
to potentially find hundreds of new directors. 
You could well end up with the quality of 
those directors dropping, so a balance will 
need to be found.”

Yolanda McCoy, Head of Investments & 
Securities at CIMA, clarifies: “We will soon 
be presenting a consultation paper as well 
as a corporate governance survey. The 
survey will touch on capping but CIMA does 
not have any affirmative position on any 
measures at this time. Consultation is key for 

“Investors view the use of 
independent directors not as 
key to the fund, but certainly 
of great importance.”
Andrew Morehouse, Ogier 
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Recent Cayman Fund 
liquidation cases

By mike Saville
Previously, a number of superstar hedge 
fund managers felt that investors should 
be honoured to have their subscriptions 
accepted, and consequently dictated the 
terms of the investment. Today, however, 
things have changed. Increasingly, 
institutional investors are dominating cash 
inflows to hedge funds, and their needs are 
different. Given the size of ticket many are 
writing, the tables have turned. They are now 
the ones dictating the terms to managers. 
Not surprisingly, the scene is set for conflict.

Some fundamentals remain the same. 
Investors continue to be sophisticated and 
many would resent too many imposed 
hurdles to flexible investment. Higher returns 
will always bring with them higher risks and 
managers will be reluctant to share their 
trade secrets. 

The recent Weavering decision confirmed 
hedge funds are different. The Cayman 
Court found that it was to be expected that 
directors of funds would delegate many of 
their duties to other professional service 
providers. However, the case confirmed that 
directors have a core duty to the company 
that can never be fully delegated away. 

Recent fund liquidations have provided 
hard-learnt lessons:
• Investors perform limited due diligence, 

demonstrating no real understanding of 
the investment structure and that monies 
might end up in offshore jurisdictions;

• Failure to appreciate key role of 
independent directors as a safety net;

• Lack of focus on the suspension and 
gating provisions of the OM and Articles. 
In particular, reliance on the directors to 
use these powers at the right time;

• Failure to present audited accounts on 
time;

• Continuing management charges, in 
suspension extending for several years;

• Failure of the manager to communicate 
effectively with investors;

• NAVs struck based upon values 
provided by the manager rather than an 
independent valuation professional.

Many of these cases are not frauds or Ponzi 
schemes but result from poor investment 
performance, disappointing, though not 
necessarily gross negligent, behaviour 
by independent directors, and a failure to 
consider exit strategies from inception.

With potentially high returns from hedge 
funds comes potentially high risk. Money 
will be made and lost. If lessons of the 
past are learned, independent directors 
should contemplate success and failure 
from inception. Insist on a robust corporate 
governance platform. Resist indemnities for 
core service providers whose involvement 
promotes additional confidence such as the 
administrators and auditors.

Valuations provided by qualified, 
independent valuation professionals should 
be regarded as a cornerstone of NAV. This 
provides the most immediate indication 
of potential problems rather than leaving 
valuation discretion with the manager, who 
has his own agenda. Frustration that can 
lead to forced liquidation can be avoided by 
prompt communication with investors. 

Decisive action may allow the directors 
to restore confidence and propose the most 
cost effective and commercial solutions: 
Replacement of the investment manager; 
appointment of a director with appropriate 
downside expertise; appointment of an 
investor steering committee; a sale of hard 
to realise assets to an appropriate purchaser 
and the use of legally based schemes of 
arrangement to impose some of these 
restructuring plans with the support (at least 
for Cayman funds) of 75 per cent of each 
shareholder class. 

None of these may restore the lost value 
but they may help avoid the additional 
destructive and expensive process of a 
forced liquidation. n

Mike Saville, director, 
Recovery & Reorganisation, 
Grant Thornton Specialist 
Services (Cayman) Ltd
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Sowing the seed 
By ian Gobin, partner, Appleby

Ian Gobin, partner, Appleby

An investment by a seeder is a high-risk 
investment, but one that can reap significant 
rewards if the fund becomes a sensation. 
Well-known “seeders” include Blackstone, 
Goldman Sachs and Reservoir Capital. 

We’re seeing some innovative approaches 
from seeders to start-up hedge funds, 
including potentially taking an equity stake 
in the fund or a portion of the hedge fund 
manager’s 2/20 fees. Capacity rights, 
enhanced liquidity and transparency rights 
and fee discounts/rebates could also form 
part of the terms. 

Hedge fund managers may also choose 
to sell minority stakes in the entity managing 
the fund to raise capital to seed their funds 
and to cover some of their start-up costs. 
However, in return for the provision of such 
seed capital, seeders may insist on certain 
veto or other rights to obtain a level of control 
over the activities of the hedge fund manager.

We have also seen funds being formed 
by established hedge fund managers 
in conjunction with start-up managers. 
The established manager will act as the 
investment manager with the start-up 
manager acting as the sub-advisor and the 
fund being branded with the established 
hedge fund manager’s name. 

The idea being to enable the start-up 
manager to raise capital on the strength of 
the existing hedge fund manager’s name 
and develop a reputation as a sub-advisor 
to the fund. At which point the start-up 
manager takes over as investment manager 
and the fund is re-branded using their name 
– with the existing hedge fund manager 
retaining the benefit of some fee sharing 
arrangement.

Start-ups are also turning to seeders with 
back-office resources, as rising regulatory 
costs require compliance officers, audits etc.

Despite the challenges that exist, we’re 
seeing a significant rise in the flow of start-
up hedge funds. n

Want to set-up your own hedge fund? If 
so, you’re not alone. According to a recent 
report by the Financial Times, last year 
more than 1,100 new hedge funds launched 
globally, the highest number since 2007. 

There are many factors that will determine 
the successful launch of a new hedge fund. 
Your hedge fund must have a competitive 
advantage over others in the market. You 
must have a clearly defined investment 
strategy with a successful track record (at 
least 2-3 years) and have a front-, middle- 
and back-office. You must be able to raise 
capital. And you’ll have to source and grow 
assets and run the fund as a profitable 
business, while simultaneously producing 
positive returns. Raising capital is often the 
stumbling block.

Seed capital is important for the following 
reasons:
• It demonstrates to other investors that 

someone has faith in the hedge fund 
manager;

• Initial investors need not be concerned 
with the total expense ratio of the fund;

• It allows the hedge fund manager to cover 
expenses; and

• From an investor’s perspective “everybody 
wants to be first to be second”.

Potential sources of seed capital include: 
• Own capital and capital of friends and 

family;
• Seed capital providers;
• Financial advisors, wealth-management 

and family offices; 
• HNW individuals;
• FoHFs; and
• Sub-advisory relationships.
“Seeders” like to see that your own money is 
a significant portion of the fund – you must 
have “skin in the game”.

The vast majority of top hedge fund 
managers got their start through seeders. 
Often the seeder is the management team’s 
former employer or former client.

AppleBY
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and the SEC this year which reflects a wider 
international regulatory co-operation in the 
Cayman Islands. The implementation of 
FATCA and the AIFMD is likely to lead to 
more regular and structured co-operation 
and a convergence of regulation between the 
Cayman Islands and the US and between 
the Cayman Islands and Europe,” says Mulry.

One of the concerns relating to the 
AIFM Directive was the potential threat that 
Cayman would face from onshore fund 
jurisdictions like Ireland and Luxembourg. 
The catalyst behind this was a shift among 
investors, post-08, for more transparent 
regulated funds such as UCITS and QIF/
SIFs. However, the wholesale re-domiciliation 
of funds simply hasn’t manifested. 

“We have been watching the onshore 
European market space very closely but we 
have had less than 10 funds over the last two 
years transfer to Europe,” confirms McCoy.

Fund numbers in Cayman remain strong, 
and a recent report by Appleby shows that 
the number of company registrations there 
has grown 13 per cent over the past six 
months. Farrah Ballands, Appleby Partner & 
Global Head of Fiduciary & Administration 
Services, comments: “Cayman has a 
reputation for harnessing an environment 
that has contractual flexibility and legal 
certainty for companies incorporated in the 
Cayman Islands.

“Cayman is seeing an increase in the use 
of Cayman Companies to hold investments 
in North America in view of increasing 
regulation in these markets. We expect this 
trend of fast growth to continue well into 
2013 and beyond.”

On the redomiciliation issue, managers 
are starting to look at the bigger picture, 
understand who their investors are and 
develop fund structures that meet those 
needs. That might mean developing an 
onshore UCITS fund for European retail 
investors in parallel with an existing offshore 

Adds Jeff Short, AM partner at Ernst & 
Young: “Many of our clients are working 
with their tax director to develop a process 
so that their traders are aware of what 
they should and shouldn’t be trading. If the 
system red flags a trade the manager will 
evaluate whether it’s still worth pursuing the 
trade, or examine other ways of avoiding the 
liability issue.” 

Perhaps the most important piece of 
global regulation that Cayman is having to 
respond to is the AIFM Directive in Europe.

When the Directive is introduced in 2013 
it will be necessary for offshore jurisdictions 
to have the relevant tax agreements in 
place with European member states to 
allow offshore managers to continue with 
the private placement process. When asked 
whether CIMA was doing enough to evolve, 
Buckley responds: “Yes, they are. I’ve been 
on one of the committees advising CIMA 
on the AIFMD and the need to get in place 
exchange and other agreements. CIMA is 
well down the path on that and in the next 
couple of months they’ll be making some 
positive announcements.”

Morehouse expands: “By July 2013 there 
are three things that Cayman has to do 
to allow Cayman funds to have access 
to European investors. First, CIMA has to 
put into place a co-operation agreement 
with ESMA and we’re in the final stages of 
negotiation. Second, to ensure that Cayman is 
not on the FATF blacklist (which it isn’t). Third, 
Cayman has entered into tax agreements 
with various EU member states and strong 
progress is being made on this front as well.” 

McCoy confirms that CIMA has been 
diligent in “trying to expand on potential 
bilateral co-operation agreements with key 
regulators in Europe as well as discussing 
the draft model with ESMA. We concluded 
a formal working group in early August, 
during which we looked at the Directive 
comprehensively. We are doing everything 
possible to ensure the funds industry in 
Cayman is safeguarded.” 

Aside from Europe, the Cayman 
government also has to consider US 
regulation; in particular FATCA and the US 
government’s drive to ensure US investors 
pay their taxes. 

“There’s been a memorandum of 
understanding entered into between CIMA 
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“Director services firms 
have known for a while that 
something’s coming and 
they’ve been self-regulating 
very well.”
Tim Buckley, Walkers

Yolanda McCoy, Head of 
Investments & Securities at 
CIMA
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Cayman responds to global 
regulation challenges

interview with matt mulry

Last year’s Weavering case, in which Justice 
Jones QC examined in detail the role of 
independent directors and the operation of 
a Cayman fund, proved to be a watershed 
moment for the Cayman Islands. 

Neither of the Weavering Macro Fixed 
Income Fund’s directors was Cayman-based 
or registered with CIDA (Cayman Islands 
Directors Association). Rather than harm 
the island’s reputation, their failings helped 
accentuate the good work of Cayman 
directors and “re-affirm what Cayman 
directors have been doing”, says Matt Mulry, 
partner at Dillon Eustace (Cayman).

“The case shone a light on the director’s 
role as an independent check on managers 
of Cayman funds, as well as monitoring fund 
administrators and custodians.  

“Subsequent to that case there’s been a 
number of directorship service companies 
established in Cayman which are independent 
of local law firms and administrators, and I 
think that’s going to be a growing industry for 
Cayman,” explains Mulry.

In many respects, Cayman has responded 
in tandem with rising global regulatory 
standards and shown itself to be in tune 
with what needs to be done to improve 
transparency and governance of investment 
funds. “There have been some sensible 
judgments coming out of the Grand Court of 
the Cayman Islands this year, where the focus 
has been on the construction of a fund’s 
offering and constitutional documents which 
describe the fund’s offering terms,” comments 
John Fox who heads up the litigation practice 
for Dillon Eustace in Cayman.

Says Mulry: “The decision in Re FIA 
Leveraged Fund gave support to the use of 
a special purpose vehicle to distribute illiquid 
assets as redemptions in kind. This was a 
valuable tool implemented by fund directors 
and managers during the financial crisis 
to manage illiquidity. However, whilst the 

mechanic itself was supported, its particular 
application was not considered to have given 
commercial effect to the fund’s obligations to 
its investors. 

“ABC Company (SPC) v J & Co Ltd 
saw support from the Court of Appeal to 
the principle that the insolvency of one 
segregated portfolio of a Cayman segregated 
portfolio company will not affect its other 
segregated portfolios and looked to the 
construction of the fund’s documents 
to determine investor’s reasonable 
expectations. Similarly Tempo Group Ltd. v 
Fortuna Development Corporation looked to 
the drafting of fund documents to determine 
whether pre-judgment interest on unpaid 
dividends should be awarded.“Each of these 
cases demonstrates that a Cayman fund will 
be held to the commercial terms agreed with 
its investors and confirms the international 
standing of the Cayman courts.”

Further evidence of the Cayman Islands’ 
commitment to enhancing investor protection 
is the fact that from this year Master Funds 
which have CIMA-registered Feeder Funds 
are required to register with CIMA under the 
Mutual Funds Law. “This will allow regulatory 
enforcement against a Master Fund and 
enable a regulator-controlled investigation to 
protect investors’ interests,” says Mulry, adding 
that “even though not every Master Fund will 
necessarily need to be registered, (those with 
only one Feeder), in keeping with the spirit of 
good regulation most will choose to register.”

Mulry thinks such regulation, and proposed 
moves for CIMA to regulate Cayman directors, 
is helping to further boost the Cayman 
Islands’ reputation on the international stage: 
“In line with the regulatory approach, which 
has made Cayman the leading jurisdiction 
for funds, these developments give added 
protection and comfort to investors but at 
the same time don’t impede business in the 
Islands.” n

Matt Mulry, partner at Dillon 
Eustace (Cayman)
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SIFs into their Cayman funds so as to meet 
their “exact transparency, governance, and 
liquidity and reporting requirements”. 

This helps provide for the enhanced level 
of corporate governance that some investors 
may desire, but leaves the enforcement 
between the parties as a matter of contract 
rather opening the fund up to potential 
regulatory heavy handedness, says Subiotto, 
adding: “It has always been a strong 
advantage of Cayman funds that they can be 
established in a framework that allows the 
potential investors and promoters to tailor the 
terms of the fund to their respective needs.”

Certainly, there’s now a growing trend of 
more regulated Cayman funds launching 
with independent directors. According to 
survey data provided by Walkers, for the 
period January through October 2012, 72 per 
cent of regulated funds had some form of 
independent director: up from 64 per cent on 
last year’s survey. 

Of those funds which had independent 
directors, 49 per cent had majority independent 
boards, 37 per cent had fully independent 
boards, and only 4 per cent had a minority of 
independent directors on their boards.  

Buckley points out that managers aren’t 
just selecting two or three directors from 
a service provider, they are also, at times, 
cherry picking directors to bring different and 
complementary skills to the board. 

“Increasingly, managers accept the 
fact that they’ve got to have independent 
directors, and like any good manager they 
want to get value out of them. Maybe they 
are looking to complement the board with 
a legal background, a compliance, trading, 
administration or regulatory background: 
whatever it is, we’re seeing an increase.”

Despite the deluge of global regulation, 
one advantage working in Cayman’s favour 
is CIMA’s willingness to engage in dialogue 
with the island’s service providers.

“We have a straight line to CIMA, they 
listen to us and are proactive so we’re 
fortunate in that regard,” states Buckley.

Concludes McCoy: “Service providers in 
Cayman are working hard to ensure that 
their clients are kept up to speed, that their 
systems are able to meet any international 
standard. So we’ll continue to collaborate 
with industry participants and move forward 
in 2013. We will be ready.” n
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Cayman feeder fund for US non-taxpayers 
and Asian investors, a Delaware-incorporated 
feeder fund for US taxpayers, and perhaps 
even a QIF for European institutions. 

Says Bryan Hunter, managing partner of 
Appleby’s Cayman office: “In our experience, 
there has been limited evidence of a 
loss of funds re-domiciling to Ireland or 
Luxembourg. In some specific cases it has 
proved appropriate to change to a European 
domicile and to utilise structures available 
in Europe. However there remains a growth 
trend in Cayman fund formation which would 
indicate that what Cayman has to offer is still 
much in demand.” 

Buckley is more emphatic, stating: “I can 
tell you with absolute certainty that from 
what we’ve seen it’s no more prevalent now 
than it ever was. Sure we get asked the 
question, although not as much as we used 
to because it is prohibitively expensive. I 
know there are certain jurisdictions that are 
saying clients are moving their funds to them 
from Cayman in significant numbers but if 
that were correct, we’d be seeing that here…
and we’re simply not.” 

Giorgio Subiotto, partner and global head 
of investment funds at Ogier, agrees on the 
cost issue, noting that managers have to 
consider whether the additional capital raised 
in Europe would outweigh high set-up costs 
and on-going costs that, combined with 
greater investment restrictions, would eat 
into performance. 

Moreover, the US is the biggest capital 
raising market right now. “You see far more 
UK managers looking to market into the US 
than the other way round. Really the move 
is for parallel structures to be set up. We 
haven’t seen any moves away from Cayman 
because right now Europe isn’t the main 
market for fund raising.  

“Our recent experience indicates that 
currently the United States is where the real 
capital raising is taking place and the Cayman 
fund is naturally the vehicle of choice for that 
capital raising. We are seeing more European 
managers establishing Cayman funds to tap 
into the United States market than the other 
way around,” confirms Subiotto.

One of the great advantages of Cayman 
is its flexibility as a fund jurisdiction. To that 
end, Subiotto notes that Ogier is seeing 
managers incorporate features of QIFs and 
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